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FUNCTIONAL MEDICINE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM

Dr. Val Koganski, MD is a physician, who is dually certified by the American Board of Internal Merdicine

("AB;M') and tne Institute of Functional Medicine ("lFM"). He provides comprehensive care to the whole

patient, combining both conventional medicine and complementary modalities.

The conventional part of each visit is typically covered by insurance, after application of any ctlpays,

deductibles, and coinsurance.

please note that the Functional Medicine approach to vour health and well-beinq. as well as anY other
complementary consultations and treatments are NOT covered bv insurance'

We utilize multiple complementary modalities, in addition to traditional medicine to improve your health. Based

on your unique genetic, environmental and lifestyle factors, Dr. Koganski may recommend different treiatment

options, using both conventional and complementary modalities, including but not limited to Functional

Medicine, Hotistic Medicine, Integrative Medicine, Homeopathy, Medical Acupuncture, Supplements,

Nutrition/Diet and Health/Lifestyle coaching.
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lf you are interested in starting a hotistic approach to a heatthier life, we offer several payment opttions:

1) The most cost-effective way to work with br. Koganski is by joining our Concierge Program, which gives

you 247 access for a renowned physician, who will work with you to improve your health by-combining the
-Functional 

Medicine approach and conventional medicine as appropriate. You will benefit from longer

appointment times, to discuss all of your concerns in one visit, as well as same day or next day

appointments.

Functional Medicine consultations and the Holistic approach are part of our concierge Program' However,

any testing and supplements may or may not be covered by your insurance or HSA and you will be

responsible for payment in full at the time of each visit.

To find out more about this program, please discuss it with Dr. Koganski during your initial visit and $ee our

Office Manager, Sedalia Johnson, to sign-up.

2) lf you prefer not to join the Concierge Program, you will be expected to pay for each Functional Medicine

consultation at the time of each visit, since tomplementary medicine is NOT covered by your insurance'

By signing below, I acknowledge that I have read this form in full and understand that if I decide to utilize a

comptementary approach in my treatment, I will be fully responsible for any payments during each visit that are

not covered by my insurance.

Signature of Patient / Patient Representative / Legal Guardian

Print name of person signing this Form

One Summit Square
1 71 7 Langhorne-Newtown Road
Suite 402
Langhorne, PA 19047

tl
Today's Date

Phone #: 215-750-7000'
Fax#:215-750-9572

Email: info@N I M.healtl^r

URL: https://www. N I M.healtll


